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VANDALISM
more than undesirable, desecrated or abandoned, but other vulnerable parts of an empty building
can be protected easily. Metal screens for windows, and keyless security doors will prevent
breakages and are easily, cost-effectively and quickly installed. They will also prevent visibility of
what is on the inside, perhaps worth breaking in for to steal…. such as furnishings, furniture and
electricals, wiring and other items with a second hand or scrap value.

Finally, along with secure locks they should prevent ingression and possible arson. If these security
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Vandalism is the most difficult nuisance to prevent. A can of spray paint can make a property look

measures themselves get covered in graffiti, that will disappear once the steel screens and doors
are removed and premises is re-let. Whatever happens, the building inside is protected. Simple and
efficient.

SQUATTERS
Squatters can be a costly nightmare to deal with if trespass takes place. It requires Court action

residential properties is against the law, unlike in commercial property which has to be handled
differently, so going to Court for a repossession order for a residential property should be
straightforward. If there are trespassers in a commercial property, which is not a criminal act, it is
likely they have broken in and therefore caused unlawful damage, in which case the landlord
should call the police to take action to remove them. On no account should a landlord try and evict
the trespassers by force himself, only try peaceful methods, otherwise the force could be construed
as a criminal act. If either this or the police cannot help or are unsuccessful, then, once again, it
requires Court action, an Order and bailiffs.

This was all quite straightforward, if time-consuming and expensive, but everything suddenly
changed at the end of March and the landscape became difficult for landlords seeking to protect
themselves.
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and bailiffs to carry out an eviction. All an expense to be avoided if possible. Squatting in

As of March 27, 2020, a new civil procedural rule was brought into place – Practice Direction 51Z,
part of the Coronavirus Act 2020. PD 51Z came in with immediate effect, putting a 90-day stay
on all possession proceedings, seemingly including squatting cases, as they are somewhat

already been issued in the High Court can still be enforced by bailiff companies (the High Court
Enforcement Officers Association believe they can be). There is the risk that without a legal
framework in place, there is the possibility of a rise in illegal evictions as landlords take matters
into their own hands which could be both risky and dangerous for all concerned.

Under a regular Section 8 Eviction for renters there is a two-month notice period, thus the
Coronavirus Act 2020 only grants a further four weeks’ notice. This still leaves many landlords,
tenants and squatters, in a tense situation knowing that, come the end of the grace period, there
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inseparable from trespassing cases. The question still remains as to whether a Writ that has

will be a lot of landlords looking to make up for lost time in pursuing rent owed and repossession
or eviction orders and a deluge in the courts is expected. For landlords in particular, having
squatters in residence in their property for such a period of time can potentially cause untold
damage to it as the fabric of the building is stripped of anything valuable from the tiles on the
roof to anything internally with a scrap value. Not to mention unofficial use of the utilities which
will have to be paid for, and the mess squatters tend to leave behind invariably needs a
professional cleaning service to deal with as drug detritus and other waste matter can be
potentially harmful.

SECURING A VACANT
PROPERTY
time or money. It could save a landlord

£’000s and a lot of stress in the long run. For any

landlords currently already facing issues with trespassers or squatters, legal advice should be
sought immediately given the current temporary changes to the law. Also, insurance policies
should be checked as many do not give extensive cover for vacant property.

Protecting property from flytipping needs a different type of security, but again, with professional
advice it can be quickly, easily and cost-effectively installed.
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Concrete barriers across a driveway will prevent ingress by vans and small trucks used by
individuals seeking to dump waste and rubbish illegally.
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If necessary, certain concrete barriers can have the addition of security fencing attached which
will offer an even greater level of prevention against any type of trespass, squatting or vandalism.
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Getting a vacant property professionally secured should therefore not be regarded as a waste of
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Last but not least, prominent CCTV cameras should also be installed on the property with notices
to alert potential transgressors that it is monitored 24/7. CCTV towers are particularly effective
for car park security.
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Doors and windows are the main point of entry for trespassers. If you’re expecting your premises
to remain closed during the whole of the lockdown period, these areas should, ideally, be secured
with steel security screens.
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There are a number of other temporary security solutions such as video verified alarms (alarms
that, when triggered, send a video clip directly to a landlord (or security firm).

Security is a must as the news every day contains stories of empty property being vandalised or
broken into. It’s all about the deterrent factor and being safe, not sorry. Landlords should take
professional advice and install whatever security systems fit their needs before, and not after, the
event, which unfortunately is what so often happens.

QUICK TIPS
If your property is in a residential area, one of the most effective ways of protecting it is to enlist the
help of friendly neighbours. If you have a good relationship with your neighbours, you can ask them
to report anything unusual to you, and to generally keep an eye on the place. That way, you’ll know
straight away of any problems you need to deal with. Tackling problems like broken windows or
damaged doors quickly will help prevent further more serious issues, like squatters or theft.

REMOVE WASTE FREQUENTLY
If your property (either residential or commercial) is empty for a long time, its understandable that
waste of some form or another will build up around the building.

Leaving waste such as overgrown weeds and other garden waste, or even human waste if people
have been littering nearby, makes your property an advert for vandals, thieves and other
intruders. Waste removal and site clearance will help make the fact that your property is vacant less
obvious and therefore go a considerable way to deterring intruders.

Clearing garden waste, like overgrown shrubs, will also help remove any potential hiding places for
potential intruders. It’s also worth considering any potential hazards leaving such waste, either on a
construction site or at a vacant property, may have on the general public. By removing waste, you
eliminate the possibility of causing harm.

INSTALL CLEAR WARNING SIGNAGE
Again, this is another simple but effective method of protecting a vacant property. Whether you
have an alarm system or not, putting the relevant warning signs in obvious places around your
property could be the difference between someone choosing to break into your property and not.
These signs could allude to a particular security system, CCTV cameras or even something as simple
as “Beware of the dog”. Studies show these really work.

MAKE THE PROPERTY LOOKED LIVED IN
Fit a timer switch so that the internal lights operate during the hours of darkness
Make sure all the post is pushed through the letter box and not left on display.
Leave curtains or blinds in place.
Make sure refuse bins are emptied and then stored in a safe place
If the property is for sale or rent consider whether an advertising board is really necessary.
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